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In this paper, an alternative approach to the method of asymptotic expansions 
for the study of a singularly perturbed linear system with multiparameters and 
multiple time scales is developed. The method consists of developing a linear non- 
singular transformation that transforms the original system into a diagonal form. 
This process of diagonaliation will enable us to investigate the stability and 
approximation of solution in terms of the solution of the auxiliary system 
corresponding to the transformed system. Moreover, employing a stretched time- 
scale transformation the solution of the auxiliary system is approximated with the 
solution of a boundary layer system of the original system. In general, an auxiliary 
system provides a natural tool to derive an overall reduced and boundary layer 
system of the given system. ‘1” 1988 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Singularly perturbed systems and, more generally, multi time-scale 
systems, often occur naturally due to the presence of small “parasitic” 
parameters multiplying time derivatives [ 1, 4, 5, 13, 141. In previous years 
the method of asymptotic expansion has been widely used for the study of 
such systems [lo, 11, 12, 141. In the recent years, an alternative approach 
has been developed, where one develops a suitable non-singular linear 
transformation which partially or totally decouples the original system. The 
transformed system enables one to study the stability of original system 
with relative ease. Moreover, one gets a closed form expression for first- 
order approximations of solution to the original system. This idea was 
initiated by Khalil and Kokotovic [3] for a two-time scale problem and 
Chang [2] for a general boundary value problem. Later, Ladde and Siljak 
[8] and Ladde and Rajalakshmi [6] have used the idea for a three time 
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scale problem. Recently Ladde and Rajalakshmi [7], used this idea for the 
case of an arbitrary n-time scale problem. 
In this paper, a procedure to totally decouple an arbitrary multi- 
parameter n-time-scale linear singularly perturbed system is developed. The 
procedure utilizes Chang’s transformation [2] in a systematic and coherent 
manner. The fast and slow mode decomposition process provides a very 
elegant and powerful mechanism to investigate the stability and 
approximation analysis of the original system in terms of an auxiliary 
system corresponding to the decoupled system. Furthermore, the auxiliary 
system provides a useful tool to relate the overall reduced and the 
boundary layer systems of the original system [7, 111. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, by following the 
argument in [3, 81, a joint multi-time-scale multi-parameter singular 
perturbation problem is formulated. A hierarchical scheme for aggregating 
and arranging the groups of small parameters according to their order and 
an order reduction scheme are presented. In Section 3, for the sake of 
convenience and simplicity a few notations are defined. These notations 
will be used throughout the paper. In Section 4, a completely decoupling 
process is discussed. In addition, a procedure to develop a transformation 
is formulated. In Section 5, the validity of the transformation is discussed. 
Moreover, the representation of the transformation in terms of the given 
coefficient matrices is given. In Section 6, the main result concerning 
stability and the approximation to the solution of the original system is 
discussed. Also, we note that the first component of the auxiliary system is 
an overall reduced system of the system under consideration. Furthermore, 
it is shown that by employing a stretched time-scale transformation to the 
auxiliary system one can obtain boundary layer systems of the original 
system. Finally, in Section 7, a simple example illustrating the decoupling 
procedure and its applicability is presented. 
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
Consider a linear time-varying system of differential equations 
,,=I k=l 
(2.1) 
where xii E R”q, Jo J( 1, rl), i E J( 1, n); ~i)s are positive integers and J(a, b) = 
{a, a + 1, . ..) b}; a, b E Z+ by {0}, ni = c;‘=, rzV; the dimension of the entire 
system (2.1) is N= C;= I ni. In (2.1) all the coefficient matrices are 
continuous on R+ and have appropriate dimensions. For j E J( 1, ri) and 
i E J( 1, n), parameters &J’s are positive real numbers. For fixed i E .I( 1, n) E{‘S 
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have same order relative to j. This means that for fixed i E J( 1, n) the 
following inequality is valid, 
(2.2) 
where _E~, ENS are some positive numbers. Furthermore, for any Jo .I( 1, ri), 
si)s have a different order with respect to i. 
ASSUMPTION A2. I. 
E, = 1 
lim E,+,=O for iEJ(2, n- l), 
6 a”+ EL 
(2.3) 
where &i = (E: of ’ . E;‘)““, i E J( 1, n). 
Using (2.3), we can rewrite the system (2.1) as 
Eiii= i D,A,(f) XI, x,( to) = xp. (2.4) 
,=I 
where x~=(x,~x,~;.~.x,~,)~; i~J(l,n); AiP(t)=(A$(t)),.,. 
For simplicity, we omit the argument of the coefficient matrix functions. 
The matrices in (2.4) are block matrices that are formed in an obvious way 
from the coefficient matrices in (2.1) with D,‘s being defined by 
D,=diag {($)I1 (-$)Iiz...(z) lir,}, ie.J(l, n), (2.5) 
where I,, are the identity matrices of appropriate dimensions. In view of 
(2.2) and (2.3), the elements of the Di matrices are bounded; that is, 
&&QSi, &< jEJ(ly ri), iEJ(l, n), (2.6) 
where the bounds in (2.6) depend on the corresponding bounds in (2.2). 
Thus system (2.4) is equivalent to multiparameter multiple time scale 
system (2.1). 
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3. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
For the sake of simplicity and convenience to our future presentation, let 
us introduce the following notations. For 
rnEJ(0, n- l), rEJ(l,n), 
xy = (XT(m) x;(m). . a,‘(m))‘, 
xyJ= (x~(m)TX~(m)T”.X~(m)T)T, 
1, = I,,, x n, 3 1’ = Iy,, x X’ ,,, 7 
,=l i= I 
where (x:‘(O)X~(O)...X~(O)~= (xTxF...x,T)~, 
(x~(0)Tx~(0)7““XF)(O)T)T=(X~‘X~r”’X~~)T, 
and for m E J(0, n - 2), 
L=(L,, Lrn2~~~Lnl n-m-l), 
M,=(M;,-, M;,-,-M;p,,. ],,-JT. 
Define 
a;=- 
i 
DiA,,, for m=Oandi,jEJ(l,rz) 
A”y-‘+A”yn”,_l,+, L,_,+,j, for mEJ(1, n- 1) 
and i,j~J(l, n-m); 
and a”’ is defined by 
for mEJ(l,n-1) and i,jE:J(l,n-m). 
a”’ can be represented by 
Am= A,,(m) 
[ 
alAm) 
azl(m) 1 a&) ’ 
where a,,(m) = (~~),,_,,-,,.,,~,,~,,, A,,(m) = A:-,,-,, and mE 
J(0, n - 2). For m E J(0, n - 2), we denote 
42 
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For m=n- 1 
A”-‘=A,,(n- 1). 
For m E J(0, n - 2) we denote 
8, = diag(s, I, s2Z2 “‘Enempl z,-,-1); 
L, = -A,,(m)- l A,,(m); 
ti* = A,,(m) A,,(m)-‘. 
4. DIAGONALISATION PROCESS 
In this section our prime objective is to develop a procedure to totally 
decouple the original system (2.4). This can be achieved by successively 
applying a transformation which decouples the fastest state variable in the 
coupled multi-time scale system. The validity of such transformations will 
be discussed in the succeeding section. The following procedure briefly 
explains the method to totally decouple the original system (2.4). Here, we 
illustrate the first and second steps to give a clear idea about the algorithm 
and mth step to get the general format and the last step to show how we 
complete the totally decoupling procedure. 
In the context of notations, for m = 0, system (2.4) can be written as 
S”,. : i;=AOx;, xZ( to) = x: (4.1) 
which can be rewritten as 
.k;_,= Al*(O)xjl-l +~l,(oh(o) X:-l(to)=x:-, 
&an(o) = Ax(O) x:- 1 + A,,(O) x,(O), Xn(O)(~o) =$x0). 
(4.2) 
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ASSUMPTION A4.1. A 22(O) is non-singular. 
Now we apply Chang’s transformation [2] defined by 
to system (4.2), where 
x’=T x0 n ” n 
T = I”~‘+E,MoLo -E,Mo 
n 
L -Lo In 1 
and Lo, MO satisfy the following differential equations: 
&Jo = -hJ0(~11(0) + AlAO) Lo) + A21(0) + A**(O) Lo, 
dfo = -Mo(A,*(O)-&Jo Al,(O)) +hl(~11(0) 
+ A 12(O) Lo) MO + ‘4 lAO)r 
Lo(to)= -C~*z(O)(hJF’ A21(0Nfo), 
Mo(fo) = ‘4 ,*(o)(kJ[~,*(o)(~0)1~‘. 
Then we will have 
~~~l=(A,,(O)SAl,(O)Lo)x~~l, 
&,~.,(1)=(~22(0)-&,Lo~12(0))X,(1), 
which can be rewritten as 
Sn--,<:i~*~,=A’x~~,, 
sn- IdI &Ml) = (A,,(O)- 6ILoA12(0)) JL(l)? 
where 
xp = T,, XII”. 
(4.3) 
x~-,(to)=x:O,, 
x,( 1 )(fo) = x”,( l), 
xt,-,(kJ=x;O,, 
%I( 1 )(to) = x:c l)> 
(4.4) 
In the second step we will decouple the (n - 1)th state variable. This is 
achieved by decomposing the system (4.4, S,,+ rc) as follows: 
Rt,-,=All(l)x~~,+Al,(l)x,-l(l), xf,-2(f0)=X~O*, 
E n- 1 ~,-l(l)=A21(1)X~~Z+A**(1)X,~1(1), Ll(l)(~o)=x~-l(l). 
(4.5) 
Remark 4.1. It is clear that (4.4, S,- lc) is similar to (4.1, S,,) but with 
(n - 1) state variables. 
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ASSUMPTION A4.2. A,,( 1) is non-singular. 
Again we apply Chang’s transformation [2] defined by 
xt,-,=7-,,_,x: , 
to system (4.5), where 
T n-1= 
1 
zn-2+E,-,M1 L, -&,p,M, 
-L, I n -I 1 
and L,, M, satisfy the following differential equations: 
E np,tl= -& n~1L,(A11(1)+A,2(1)L,)+A21(1)+A22(1)L,, 
E n-d&= -M,(A,,(~)-E,-,L,A,,(~))+E,~,(A,,(~) 
+A,,(l) L,)M,+Adl), (4.6) 
L,(to)= -CA,,(l)(bJ--’ A,,(l)(k,), 
M,(t,)=A,,(l)(t,)CA,,(l)(t,)l-‘. 
Then we will have 
.tp2= (A,,(l)+A,,(l)L,)x;:_,, x;:-2(~o)=x~O,, 
sn-,x.,-,(2)=(A22(1)-~,L,A,2(1))xn-,(2), x,-,(2)(t,)=xjj~,(2), 
where 
X20 n-1= T n-1 Xl0 n-l’ 
At the end of the second step, the original system (2.4) can be represented 
by 
SnpZc: i;p2= A’x;~,, x;:-2(to)=x~02 
Sn-ZdI E,-i-tn-i (i+ l)=(A22(i)-~,~,LiA,2(i))x,~i(i+ l), 
x,- ;(i+ l)(to)=xlj-;(i+ I), for iEJ(0, 1). (4.7) 
By following the proceeding procedure, we continue to decouple the fast 
state variable in the remaining coupled system in successive manner. After 
m-successive steps, system (2.4) reduces to 
s n-m,<’ i-” n-m=Amx:~m, x~~,(to)=x~!!,, 
km,& En-, f,-Ji+ l)=(A,,(i)-E,-,L,A,2(i))x,-i(i+ I), 
X,-i(i+ l)(tO)=xjj_,(i+ l), for iEJ(0, m- 1). (4.8) 
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Coupled system (4.8, S,, _ m, c) can be rewritten as 
ASSUMPTION A4.3. A,,(m) is non-singular. 
Now we apply Chang’s transformation [2] defined by 
x;‘; = T,, ~ ,,, x;- m 
to system (4.9), where 
and L,,,, M, satisfy the following differential equations: 
E,,-.,&,,= -&,~,,L,(A,,(m)+A,,(m)L,,)+A,,(m)+A,,(m)L,, 
E,-,~,= -M,(A,,(m)-&,~,L,A,,(m)) 
+E,, -,,dA~~(m)+Adm) L) M,+Adm), (4.10) 
Lao)= -CAzz(m)(kJ~’ Azl(m)(kJ7 
M,(to) = A ,,(m)(to)CA,,(m)(to)l -‘. 
Then we will have 
.pfl 
npmp, =(A,,(m)+A,,(m)L,)x~i~~,, x:‘:_ l(lO) = x;‘;“, 
E .~,-lc-,_,(m+l)=(A,,(m)-&,-,L,AIz(m))x,-,(m+l), 
-y,-, (m + 1 )(t,) = XII- ,(m + 1 ), (4.11) 
where 
.ym+l,T n--m Xmo n-m n-m’ 
Remark 4.2. We note that at the end of (m + 1)th step the original 
system (2.4) can be represented by 
* m + 1 X .-,~,=(A,,(m)+A,,(m)L,)x~-e~~,, x:-‘: - ,(f,) = x;t;” 1, 
&,-fin _,(i+ l)=(A,,(i)-.~iLiA,z(i))~,~~(i+ l), (3.12) 
x, ,(i+ l)(to)=xi_i(i+ l), iEJ(0, m). 
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Furthermore, this fast and slow mode decoupling procedure terminates 
after (n- 1) steps. In the light of this, m in (4.8) belongs to J(1, n- 1). At 
the end of (n - 1) steps the original system (2.4) will be completely 
decoupled. 
After (n - 2) steps, system (2.4) becomes 
S2r:i;-2=A”-2x;-2, x;-2(t,)=x;-2O, 
S2d:~,-i~.n-i(i+l)=(A22(i)-~n-rLiAI2(i))X,_;(i+l), (4.13) 
x,-,(i+ l)(t,)=x;-i(i+ l), for i~J(o,n--3). 
Coupled system (4.13, S,,) can be written as 
~2~.z(n-2)=A~,(n-2).x~~+A,,(n-2)x,(n-2), 
(4.14) 
x2(n - 2)(t,) = x;(n - 2). 
ASSUMPTION A4.4. Az2(n - 2) is non-singular. 
Now we apply Chang’s transformation [2] defined by 
x-’ = T2xzp2, 
to system (4.14), where 
T2 = 
I’+E~M~~~L~-~ -E~M~-~ 
-Lne2 1 12 ) 
where Ln-2, Mnp2 satisfy the following differential equations 
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Then we will have 
i1(n- f)=(AIl(n-2)+A,,(n-2)L,-,)x,(n-l), 
x,(n - l)(f,) = xY(n - l), 
&z&b- l)=(A,,(n-2)-E*L,~*A’*(n-2))x*(n- l), 
x*(n - 1)(&J = x$ - l), 
where 
x;-‘O= T2x;-20. 
Therefore by applying Chang’s transformations [2] to the original system 
(2.4), successively, we get the following system: 
i’(n- l)=A,,(n- l)x,(n- l), x,(n - l)(t,) = xY(n - 1) 
&,~,~.,-m(m+l)=(~**(m)-&,-,L,~12(m))X,-,(m+1), 
x,-m(m+l)(to)=x,O-,(m+l), m E J(0, n - 2). (4.16) 
Remark4.3. From (4.3), (4.6), and (4.15), we remark that (4.10) is 
valid for m E J(0, n - 2). 
Remark 4.4. We remark that the Assumption A4.1 is in terms of the 
coefficient matrices. Assumptions A4.2, A4.3, and A4.4 depend not only on 
coefficient matries but also the elements of desired transformations. 
Moreover, Assumption A4.2 depends only on Lo. Assumption A4.3 
depends on Li for iE J(0, m - 1). This suggests that the validity of 
Assumptions A4.2, A4.3, and A4.4 depends on the validity of the transfor- 
mations. 
For the sake of simplicity and convenience in our future presentation, let 
us introduce a few more notations: 
~(r)=J~n,,x~nn,~ Fn= T,,= T” 
i-r i=r 
y,= y 
[ 
T 0 
Z(n-m) 1 for mEJ(l,n-2) 
and let us denote 
T”-m=p OT n--m n-m+1 o ..’ o T”, for meJ(l,n-2). 
Now our prime objective is to find an aggregated transformation so that it 
transforms the original system (2.4) to (4.16). By noting the fact that, when 
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we decouple the (n - 1)th state variable from (4.4, S,- i, C), decoupled 
system (4.4, S, ~ 1, d) was unaffected. Therefore, instead of applying transfor- 
mation T,, ~ 1 to (4.4, S,- ,,C)r one can apply ?;, , to (4.4), which will give 
rise to (4.7). From this one can easily see that the application of a 
composite transformation defined by T"- ’ = T,?;, ,o Fn to the original 
system (2.4) gives rise to system (4.7). By similar argument, that is, when 
we decouple the (n - m)th variable, the decoupled system (4.8, S, ~ m, rl) is 
invariant under the transformation T,-,,. Instead of applying transfor- 
mations T,,, T,-,, . . . . T,,_,, successively, to the original system (m + 1) 
times, we can apply a composite transformation T"-" to the original 
system (2.4). An application of this composite transformation Tap"' to 
(2.4) gives rise to system (4.12). This statement is valid for any 
meJ(0, n-2). In particular for m=n-2, the corresponding composite 
transformation T* transforms (2.4) into totally decoupled multi-time scale 
system (4.16). This totally decoupled system is rewritten as 
where 
For our future discussion we need to know an inverse of T2. To find an 
inverse of T*, we note that 
is the inverse of T, _ m . Let us denote 
s,=s,, snp,= o [ 
sn-m 0 1 Z(n-m) ' mEJ(l,n-2). 
Now it is clear that 3, m is the inverse of T+,,,, for m E J(0, n - 2), and 
thus S*=.!?,,OS”+~O ... o 3, is an inverse of T*. Therefore the solution of 
the original system (2.4) can be given in terms of the solution of totally 
decoupled multi-time scale system (4.17) by 
x = s* u, (4.18) 
where 
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Remark 4.4. From (4.3) (4.6), (4.10), (4.15(, for m E J(0, n - 2), T,,-, is 
determined by the initial value problem 
C,, II, L, = --f ,1~mL,(All(m)+A12(m)L,)+A21(m)+A22(m)L,, 
c,, m Am= -~~(A22(m)-&,-,L,A12(m))+s,~,~,(Al,(m) 
+ A l2(m) LJ B,i;’ m,, + D,J 12(m), 
+ O(L,,)~ 
li?,=D,M,. (4.19) 
For the sake of simplicity and convenience in future discussion, we will 
introduce transformations f” _ m, ,jn _ m, F2, and 3’ by replacing L,‘s and 
M,‘s by i,‘s and &,,,‘s in T”:,_,,,, s,,-,,, F2, and s2. Figure 1 summarizes 
the above procedure. 
5. VALIDITY AND APPROXIMATION OF TRANSFORMATIONS 
In order to establish the validity of the transformation, we will establish 
the existence, uniqueness, boundedness, and other fundamental properties 
of the auxiliary system (4.19) for mEJ(0, n -2). From continuity of 
coefficient matrices in (2.4) and continuous differentiability of the right side 
of (4.3) or (4.19) (for m = 0) relative to L, and Ho, the existence and 
uniqueness of the initial value problem (4.3) follows immediately. From 
continuity of L, and coefficient matrices, the existence and uniqueness of 
the solutions L, and li;i, of system (4.6) or (4.19) (m= 1) can be 
established, analogously. In a similar recursive manner with the aid of the 
continuity of L,, L,, . . . . L,,- , and coefficient matrices, the existence and 
uniqueness of L, and M,,,, for m E J(0, n - 2) is obvious. 
ASSUMPTION A5.1. L(A,,(m)) < -CI, < 0, for m E J(0, n - 2), where L is 
the logarithmic norm. 
ASSUMPTION A5.2. Coefficient matrix functions A,, i, j6 J( 1, n) in 
system (2.4) are bounded for t 2 t,. 
ASSUMPTION A5.3. For mEJ(O,n-2) all matrix functions 
A;‘(m)A,,(m), A,,(m) A,‘(m), and their derivatives are bounded on 
[to, 00). 
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I 
Is 
i??(m) non-singular 
1 - 
p-m= 7 T”.m*r n-m t 
IS 
m B n-l 9 S n-m-, c : .p+’ n-m-, = A”l+lxf’“+l n-mt, S”.m.l i E,,%., ( +l) = (Ao2(m)-E,.,~A,,(m))x,,(m+l) 
m=m+l 
E, f”(l) = [A?z(0)-en.mbA,,(O)lx,(l) 
FIG. 1. Flowchart for the decoupling procedure. 
Apply Chang’s transformation 
In the following we present a result without proof concerning the boun- 
dedness and asymptotic expansions of L,. 
THEOREM 5.1. Under A2.1, A5.1, A5.2, and A5.3, for each 
m E J(o, n - 2), there exist E,,,~ > 0 such that for all &,JE~-, < E,,,~/E,,,~~, , 
k E J(n -m - 1, n), the solutions L, of (4.19) are bounded for all t 2 t,,. 
Moreover, 
L,=i,+ .f 0 mEJ(O,n-2) 
k=n-m 
where i,,, = -a,‘(m) a,,(m). 
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Proof: See [6]. 
Remark 5.1. From the Assumptions A5.1 and A5.2 and the bounded- 
ness of L, for k E J(0, m - l), we conclude that 
(i) the matrices ~,J,,(m), B,,,Adm), A,,(m), A,,(m), a,,(m), 
a,,(m), aZl(m), and a*?(m) are bounded for all m E J(0, n - 2); 
(ii) A,,(m)=~,,(m)+C;:=...,O(EkIEk~.,). 
From (ii), A5.1 implies A4.1, A4.2, A4.3, and A4.4. Hence, it justifies the 
validity of the assumptions in Section 4. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 be satisfied. Then 
there eXlSt &km > 0 such that for d E&k _, < &,,,/Ek _ Im, k E J( 2, n - m - 1) 
for each m E J(0, n - 2), the solutions I@,,, of (4.19) are boundedfor all t > t,,, 
and 
k=n-m 
+ 0th - m 1, mEJ(O,n-2), (5.1) 
where tim = alz(m) [azz(m)] -l. 
Proof: Let d,( t, s, E, -,) and q5,,(t, s) be the fundamental matrix 
solutions of 
E A,,(m)-E,-,L,A,,(m)+ y 
and 
respectively. From A5.1, we have 
lld,(4 s> Ld Gexp -G(“(t-s) ) 2E 1 t>sstt,. n--m
From Remark 5.1, we obtain 
II4,&~ 3111 ~evC~,I~-41, t, Sk I,, 
where Y,,, = K C;f-:yP l (l/~~), and K is some positive number. Define 
m,,,(t) = -j,= h,,(t, s) L ~,A&)(s) d,(s, t, En-,) ds. (5.2) 
n-m 
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It is obvious that M,,Jt) in (5.2) satisfies (4.19) with 
Furthermore, by Assumption A2.1, one can choose E~,,,‘s, k E J(2, n -m - 1 ), 
such that cr,-2K~:;::7’ (E, -,,,/E~) >O for all E,JQ-, d E~,,,/E~- ,,,, and 
can show that 
This completes the proof of boundedness of A,. 
In the following, we show that Mm(t) in (5.2) satisfies the relation (5.1). 
For this purpose, we set 
I@,,, = A&,, + AM,,,. 
After differentiation and using (4.19), we get 
E n~mAA&,,=r ,,~,~,(A,,(m)+A,,(m)L,)~~‘AM, 
a,,(m)-&,p,L,A,,(m)+ +b,, 
k=n-m 
(5.4) 
where 
k-n -m 
- fi,,,L,A,,(m) - I@,,, 
k~~~.,,“(~)-~,l~ 
From A2.1, A5.2, and A5.3, we have 
llbmllod i; o(-$-)+O(E,,-m), 
k-n-m 
where II 611, stands for sup norm of b. Define 
AM,(t) = -irn d,,(t, 3)1 b,,,(s) h,h 4 E, ~ ,,I ds. (5.5) I n-m 
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One can easily show that (5.5) satisfies (5.4). Furthermore, 
which implies 
This shows that A,,(t) satisfies (5.1). In particular, 
- 
t>, t,. (5.6) 
(5.7) 
Now, it is enough to show that A,,,(t) in (5.2) is the solution of initial 
value problem (4.19). The proof of this statement follows from the 
uniqueness of (4.19) and relation (5.7). 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.2 hold. Then 
E n .~ m M,,, is bounded for m E J(0, n - 2). 
ProojY s,, -,,,M,,=E,,+,D;,’ ii?,,,. We note that 
(5.8) 
This together with the boundedness of li;r, establishes the validity of the 
corollary. 
6. MAIN RESULTS 
In this section, we establish the main result concerning the approximate 
solution and the stability of the original system (2.4). An approximate 
solution of (2.4) is obtained by using an auxiliary system corresponding to 
(4.17). To obtain an auxiliary system, we need to rewrite (4.17) in a feasible 
form. From Remark 5.1, (5.8), and the boundedness of L,, system (4.17) 
can be written as 
& n-m fin-m= 
C 
A,,(m)+ 
mEJ(O,n-2). (6.1) 
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We note that system (6.1) can be considered as a perturbed system [S] of 
where 
u” = P2xo, m E J(0, n - 2). 
This system can be considered as an auxiliary system of (4.17) or (6.1). 
ASSUMPTION A6.1. 
,‘i; sup[(l/(t - to)) Jr &4;; l(s)) ds] 6 -tl,- 1 CO. 
10 
LEMMA 6.1. Let Assumptions A6.1, A5.1, and A2.1 hold, Then one can 
choose E: > 0 such that for ~k/~k _, < E z/~k-, *, k E J(2. n)): 
(i) The trivial solution of (6.1) is exponentially assymptotically stable; 
(ii) u1 = u1 +Zz2 O(E~)IE~- ,), 
ic J(2, n). 
Proof: We observe that ~~_,=vjj-~+C;=~-~ O(Ek/Ek-l), mE 
J(0, n - 2) and MY = 07 + C; = 2 O(Ek/Ek _ 1). The proof of the lemma can be 
formulated analogous to the result in [S] with certain modification. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let Assumptions A2.1, A5.1, A5.2, A5.3, and A6.1 hold. 
Then one can choose E: > 0 such that for Ek/Ek _ 1 ,< Ez/&jf- 1, k E J(2, n): 
(i) The trivial solution of (2.4) is exponentially assymptotically stable. 
(ii) The solution of (2.4) can be approximated by> g2v, where v is the 
solution of (6.2), that is, 
(6.3) 
ProoJ: (i) From the boundedness of L, and E, _ ,M,, m E J(0, n - 2), it 
is obvious that S2 is bounded. Therefore by using relation (4.18) and 
Lemma 6.1 (i), we can conclude that the trivial solution of (2.4) is 
exponentially assymptotically stable. 
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(ii) By applying an inverse transformation S2 of T2, we obtain 
x(t) = S’u. From the fact that IIs’- S211 6 C;t-=2 O(E~/E~_ ,), relation (4.18) 
and Lemma 6.1 (ii), one can see that 
IIs2u-~2ull < (IS2(u-u)ll + Il(S2-32) uI/ = i 0 5 . 
k=2 ( > 
This verities relation (6.3). 
The following result provides an alternative approach of obtaining boun- 
dary layer systems corresponding to (2.4). Furthermore, it provides a 
bridge between the preceding results and existing results for n-time scale 
problems. For this purpose we obtain a system by implementing stretched 
time scales to subsystems in (6.2). 
By applying the transformation t, _ m = (t - to)/sn ~ ,,,, m E J(0, n - 2), to 
(6.2) and setting V, _ Jr, -,) = u,_,(t), we obtain 
IT;- m=A122(m)(f0+&n-m~.n-m)Un~m, IT,-,(o)=u;_,, mEJ(O,n-2), 
(6.4) 
where ’ = d/d,’ _ ,,,. 
ASSUMPTION A6.2. Matrix functions Az2(m), m E J(0, n - 2), satisfies 
ll~22(m)(tl) - ~z2(m)(t2)ll 6 L, It, - t2 I for t,, t,>to, 
for some k, ~ m > 0, m E J(0, n - 2). 
LEMMA 6.2. Under Assumptions A6.2 and A5.1, the solution of (6.4) can 
be approximated by the solution of 
e:, -. m = A22(m)(t0) fin-,, &-m(o)=ulj-.,. (6.5) 
Moreouer, I( 17, _ m - 6, _ m (( = O(E, ~ ,). 
Proof Let d,( t, s) and c+h2(t, s) be the fundamental matrix solutions 
of (6.4), (6.5), respectively. Set w(r,_,) = fi(rH_,) - a(~,_,,,). Then w’ = 
~22(m)(to+~,-,~,-.,) w + [~22(m)(to+h-,tn-m) - J22(m)(hdl 6 
w(0) = 0. 
By employing the variation of constant formula, we will have 
w(t,-,) = J7n-m dl(zn -m, s)C~22(m)(to + E,-,S) - ~22(m)(to)l 
0 
x #2(s, 0) C(O) ds. 
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which implies 
lldT.,-,)I1 = 0th -em). 
This completes the proof of lemma. 
Remark 6.1. From the preceding discussions and Lemma 6.2, we 
observe that the slowest subsystem in the completely decoupled auxiliary 
system (6.2) is the same as the overall reduced system [6, lo] of (2.4). 
Furthermore after applying E, m- stretched time scales, m EJ(O, n - 2), to 
system (6.2), the obtained system (6.4) is approximated by boundary layer 
systems (6.5) [6, lo]. In the light of these considerations and Lemma 6.2, it 
is obvious that the approximate solutions of (2.4) can be viewed in terms of 
overall reduced system and E, ~-,-boundary layer systems of (2.4) 
m EJ(O, n - 2). From this, it is obvious that system (6.2) plays the same 
role as boundary layer-system (6.5) and overall reduced system of (2.4). 
7. APPLICATION 
In this last section we give a prototype mathematical model to illustrate 
the algorithm in Section 4. This model is a R-C circuit with capacitors of 
four different orders. The circuit is shown in Fig. 2. 
The four time-scale behavior here is due to the order of magnitude of the 
capacitors c,, cl, c,, cd, es, cg, and c,. It is assumed that (i) c2 and c3 are 
of the same order, which is much smaller than the order of c,; (ii) cq and c5 
are of the same order, which is much smaller than the order of c2 and c,; 
‘7 
7 
1 
R7 
11 
FIG. 2. R-C circuit with capacitors of four different orders. 
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(iii) c6 and c, are of the same order, which is much smaller than the order 
of c4 and c5. Further, assume that all resistors are of the same order of 
magnitude. By applying Kirchoff’s law and using capacitor voltages as the 
state variables, the R-C circuit model is described by 
1 1 
c,d, = -----I,?, +-v2. 
R, Rz 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
C,d2=~v,+Rv3+Rv6+Rv7- v2, I 2 II 12 
R+-+R+- 
1 R2 11 R12 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
c363=j72+-v4+Rv5+-v7- -+-+-+- 
i 
vj, 
2 R3 Y RIO Rz R, & R,o 
1 1 1 
c,d,=-v,+-vv,+-vv,- 
Rs R, Rx i 
1 1 1 
c,d~=-v~+-v4+-vv,- 
& R, R, 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
c6Lj(j=-v2+-v~+-v5+-v7- 
RI, Rx R, R, 
-+-+-+- 
RI, Rx R, R, 
V6, 
(7.1) 
1 1 1 
c7ti7=-v2+-vu3+-vug- 
R,2 R,o R, 
where v, and Ri stand for capacitor voltages and resistors, respectively. 
Using transformation s = R, c1 t, where s is the real time in (7.1), (7.1) 
can be written as 
&Ii, = -x, + [r,O] x2, 
(7.2) 
+ -(r5+r8+r,,+r,) r6 1 x4, r6 -(r6 + r7 + rlo + r12) 
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where 
XI = 01, x2 = co,, %I’, x3 = [~4,~51’~ x4 = Cb3blT> 
rj = RJR, for jEJ(l,12); 
C6 c-/ c4 cs c3 c2 -=-=E4, -=-ZE3, -=-=E2, E, = 1, 
Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl 
0 < E4 6 E3 6 E2 =@ El 
To further illustrate the earlier mathematical result, we assign some 
specific values for r, in (7.2), namely, 
r,= 1 for j~J(l, 12). 
The system (7.2) can then be written as 
&,.i, = -x1 + [l O] x2, 
&,,,=[;]x,+[-: lq]x2+[; 3x3+[:, JX4? 
E,,3=[; ;]X2+[-; +3+[; ;]x4 
(7.3) 
“ei,=[; ;]X2+[:, ;]X3+[-; _:]x4. 
From the diagonalization process in Section 4 and the approximations in 
Section 5, we have 
(7.4) 
and 
(75) 
. 
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The solution of (7.5) can be approximated by the solution of the following 
auxiliary system (7.6). 
(7.6) 
Furthermore, from the conclusion of Lemma 6.2, the approximate solution 
of (7.3) is given by the solution of (7.6); that is, 
where (x1, x2, x3, x4) and (u,, u2, v3, u4) are the solutions of (7.3) and 
(7.6), respectively. 
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